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“Children need two things to be 
healthy and happy as they grow; 
to know that they are loved for 
who they are and that there are 

limits to their behavior.”

—Marie Fakkel, M.D.
(as quoted to a nervous, first time mother, circa 1986)



What the teens in BI School said when asked to answer the 
question; “What do the adults in your life need to know?

• “To my parents: You are doing all the right things! I’m just growing and being a brat.” (little heart emoji)

• “I wish adults responded to our opinions.”

• “Adults: You are doing fine, just CALM DOWN!”

• “To teachers: Try to imagine yourself as a teenager when you get upset at your students.”

• “To Teachers- “Try treating your students the way you wanted to be treated when you were a teenager. Try 
remembering what bothered you about your teachers.”

• “Please keep showing that you care even if we act like we are annoyed with it!”

• “Is it Ok that I don’t know what I want to be when I grow up?”

• “The grown ups should realize that that we are not them. The “when I was your age stories” don’t help 
because we are not them and it makes us feel that our problems don’t matter.



We need privacy! Teachers and parents need to know that what we do 
outside of school does not need to be talked about all the time in school 

or in class!

• “I know you care but don’t ask so many questions!”

• “Adults don’t be so uptight and annoying!”

• “Adults, don’t coddle us and give us some freedom to learn.”

• “We need more things to do in school!”

• “Adults- please listen to us even if we don’t agree”

• “Don’t judge us by what we do outside of school.”

• “Fix this- kids who play sports get penalized” 

• “The adults are caring but should back off.”

• “To the teachers: SOCIAL MEDIA IS NOT THE ONLY THING KEEPING US UP AT NIGHT!”

• “Can we have more opportunities at school?”



“If our culture says it is necessary to go to a good college and get good 
grades, but school is proving to give us anxiety, why do teachers push 

college on everyone?”

• “If adults listened more they would see that we do know more than they think.”

• “Science is cool!”

• “Science looks like is not all true”

• “College is not for everyone.”

• “Love you, and I am growing up!”

• To the principal: You are doing great- and we are fine! Please don’t ask so many questions.”

• “Parents- stop asking so many questions, we are boring!”

• “I am grumpy in the morning.”



But First, a short “primer” on the 
teenage brain



The Teen Limbic System Influence    
(technically, it’s a risk factor)



Adventures with 
Neuroscience

OR “It’s not Rocket Surgery”



The Prefrontal Cortex is not 
developed until age 25 or so

• The PFC is the seat of all the executive functions of the brain, i.e., 
logical analysis, time management, accurately guessing consequences, 
figuring out the most important or essential parts of an activity or 
project, etc.

• The PFC is the “brake” of the emotional brain, in teens, the brakes FAIL 
and the Limbic gas pedal keeps pumping!



PET , MRI and fMRI scans have demonstrated what parents 
have known for millennium: Teenagers are unpredictable and 

can be “crazy”

• It appears the limbic system and drive for new experiences crucial for 
brain development dominate the Prefrontal Cortex

• Teenagers are ruled by emotion and instinct more than by logic

• Activity in the PFC increases with age as limbic activity appears to 
diminish

• Activity in the PFC appears to increase when teens “stay frustrated” and 
are forced to use reason: it appears as if this helps speed the 
development of the PFC



So what’s the bottom line?

• The Limbic vs. Prefrontal Cortex imbalance is basically what 
makes teens moody, intense, risk takers, irritable, impulsive at 
times

AND

• Its what makes teens extremely creative, funny, courageous, 
curious, engaging, spontaneous, and more!



Epidemic rates of anxiety and depression in US teens
have been reported, rising most significantly since 2005 

Rates of Major Depressive Episode (MDE) has risen
from 8.7% in 2005 to 11.5% in 2014

Anxiety rates among teens have increased between 25-50% since the 1990s



Could social media be contributing to the rise in 
adolescent depression and anxiety?

Yes (Hunt, Mark, Lison & Young, 2018)

“If you compare yourself to others, you may become vain and bitter; for 
always there will be greater and lesser persons than yourself.”

― Max Ehrmann



The “Avatar Self” and teens online

• Adults understand that other people carefully “curate” what they post 
online

• Teens often miss this and ‘Compare their insides to other peoples’ 
outsides”

• Even though Teens carefully display themselves at times on line, they are 
also quite impulsive



Real and Perceived Economic factors and 
dramatically increased expectations on teens 

are contributing as well



We are treating (and parenting)the first generation to grow up 
with “live shooter” drills and constant knowledge of the reality 

of mass shootings
A sculpture by Manuel Oliver, whose 17 year old son Joaquin was killed 

at Parkland High School

• A



Emerging Risks — THC used

in increasing doses by teens

● Dabs or Wax

● THC content is 60 – 90% in these products and they are easily purchased 
and concealed



The impact of high THC products on 
the teen brain

• Rapid addiction potential

• Triggers psychosis, mood disorders in vulnerable teens at a high rate

• There are true physiological withdrawal symptoms when a teen stops 
high potency THC- Cyclical vomiting syndrome, extreme insomnia, no 
appetite, “rebound” anxiety and depressive symptoms

• Only anecdotal and reporting data on these phenomena in the literature-
the problem is too new….



The Hard Data on Teenage Brains 
on Weed

“Persistent Cannabis users show neuropsychological decline 
from childhood to midlife.” Meler, Caspiand Ambler et. Al., PNAS, 2013

Longitudinal study, 42 years in the making, followed a large cohort of 
subjects from birth to age 38

The study has proven that early use of cannabis in adolescents has a 
dose and age related impact on cognition, memory that can be 
permanent AND can translate to a 8 – 10 point DECREASE in IQ at 
adulthood.

If subjects stared using cannabis AFTER adolescence they DID NOT 
show the same cognitive declines, and cognitive declines IMPROVED if 
they ceased use.

A very recent study (Lancet 2018) proves that use of cannabis in teens 
increases psychosis dramatically 

19



And then there is “Vaping”…..



‘Vaping’ is a marketing and cultural 
phenomena embraced by American teens

• Very high levels of nicotine in flavored “juices”

• Several studies have demonstrated that there are 10-15 known 
carcinogens in Vape liquid

• The industry has been completely unregulated

• Teens can become very quickly addicted to nicotine

• Teens with pre existing anxiety are especially at risk

• Direct marketing to teens..

• They need help quitting and we need to treat the underlying anxiety



Given these risks, How do we 
‘Positively Parent’?

“Keep your eyes on the prize.” Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.

As parents we must understand that our job is to keep teens safe through 
logical and reasonable limits AND remember that they will make mistakes 
and these mistakes are necessary to learn and mature.

The best advice I can give? 

Do not take your child’s behaviors/ anger/ “bratiness” personally!



DUH!!!

• When our teens are independent and ‘push us away’ 
it is a sign of increasing self confidence and 
developmental growth

• Can we learn to see a teen’s “Limbic” behavior as a 
normal and predictable stage and therefore take 
their “brain spaz” less personally?

• Let’s instead focus on the behaviors and not the 
attitude…..



How Can We Help Them Learn from 
the Mistakes of Our Youth?

• The greatest myth we must contend with and counteract with reason:

“Our generation drank & used drugs as teens and we are all fine”

The Seatbelt Analogy

“They are going to do it anyway, there is nothing you can do.”



And Yes, They Will Fall!

• The key in parenting is to balance firm limits and 
the need for autonomy and learning from 
experience

The limits we set are a safety net to catch them 
when they fall



Research shows that teens’ brains develop 
faster and they behave better in homes with 

clear rules and boundaries AND lots of love and 

support



Kids need Limits! Limits equal 
LOVE!

• They also will not say “thank you” until they are 25 years old. Can you 
hold on for that?

• We can not raise good, moral adults without limits and conflicts!



Some “how to” advice for Positively 
Parenting the teen brain

We must work to have and show:

• Empathy

• Validation

• Time and attention

• Vulnerability and genuineness



Empathy

• Empathy is the display of wanting to understand and “be with” another 
person in their emotional state

• It can be very challenging to be empathic even with the people we love 
the most, as we all tend to project our own feelings and ‘narrative’ onto 
others

• It is most difficult to have empathy for others when they are angry at us, 
disappointed, critical etc., but trying to see their emotions is key

• Validation is EMPATHY IN ACTION



Validating your Childs Feelings

• What is validation? It is a way of being with the people we love without 
judgement or reaction.

• We can validate our teens’ feelings or statements without agreeing or 
reacting

• We can validate with words, or physical gestures

• We can validate just by staying present



What is DBT?

• A form of Cognitive Behavioral therapy that is skill based, evidence based  and 
created by Masha Linehan Ph.D.

• DBT focuses on self soothing through the use of skills  and understanding 
cognitive triggers that may create extreme emotional states

• Originally developed to help chronically suicidal and self destructive clients DBT 
has now been shown to be helpful to clients with many different problems and 
symptoms

• Studied systematically for over 2o years and shown to be very effective with 
most clients with severe problems with emotional regulation

• DBT is a way of thinking about emotions and compulsive behaviors that is very 
helpful to everyone, not just people with depression or anxiety



What is a “dialectic”?

The dialectic is the consideration of two positions, sometimes ‘polar’ opposites and 
creating a new position that may honor both opposites.

Logical Mind-------------------------------------------------------------------------Emotional mind
Wise Mind

Aggressive---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------passive

Assertive

Selfish----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------martyr

healthy self care

A DBT dialectic for parenting/ recovery:  “I am doing the best I can right now with my    
current skills and vulnerabilities AND I need and want to do better.”



The Dialectics of Parenting

• Structure--------------------------------------------------nurture 
Balance of both

• Authoritarian------------------------------------------permissive

• Authoritative

• The balance between different approaches and strengths is very important

• Parents often have ‘complementary’  styles and strengths and can learn to work 
together well



Tween & Teen Parenting 101:
Lt. Colombo vs. Srgt. Friday 

(John Knight, MD)



Best “Colombo” parenting lines

• “Help me understand…”

• “I may be the meanest Mother in the world, in any event, you may not go to 
the keg party.”

• “Let me talk to Mom (or Dad) or “What did Mom (or Dad) say?”

• Alternative “NO” phrases: “never the less, regardless, that may all be true, 
however…”

• “In any event…”

• Or “I need some time out. We will talk later. “ (then walk away)



The Seven “C”s of Influencing   

Teen Behavior Nancy Rappaport MD

• Car

• Cell phone

• Curfew

• Cash

• Credit card

• Computer

• Console (gaming)



The Family Safety Contract

• A mutual agreement to base limits and rules on safety, rather than 
power struggles

• All rules are set in advance—before the actual crimes are committed

• Rules are logical and allow teens some freedom AND accountability

• Parents agree to be safe and accountable examples to their teens



The “Safety Password”

• Your child’s security blanket when the teenage “internal” peer pressure 
mounts

• Rehearse possible scenarios with your teen and how they can call you 
and use the “secret password”

• The idea of full “amnesty” if your teen needs help getting out of a tough 
situation

• Consider sharing stories of your own youth



Don’t Give Up!
• If your teen is not mad at you a few times per week, you may 

not be doing your job- Don’t you feel great now!!

• Work on having a sense of humor, you will need it, and they are 
funny and ridiculous!

• This too shall pass—in time your child will be secure in her 
separation and you may have a wonderful, renewed 
relationship

• Parenting with love and limits in this style is difficult 
in the short term, but PRICELESS is the long term



Thank you for being “The 
meanest Parent in town”!

For a copy of this PowerPoint, please email me at:
Liz@Insightcounselingllc.com
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